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When everyone saw it, it turned out to be Dong Beast and others.

At this time, it is them who are talking coldly!

“Shut up, is there any place for you to speak here?”

Everyone scolded.

Everyone has no right to say such things.

Especially the Dongbeasts.

“I don’t think they are wrong! It’s this kind of crisis, and you have to let go of all personal
grievances!”

“Levi Garrison is not very big-hearted!”

“Well, yes, especially in a high position, I should have done my best for Erudia. Instead, I
am angry for my own selfish desires!”

“That’s it! How much loss will Erudia have to incur if he is one step late?”

Several people from the East Demon scolded. ..

“That is, we admit that we did not do the right thing! But at this time, what do you care
about?”

Xiaojun Shen also echoed the Tao.



“What he meant is that he is just an ordinary person now, what is the relationship with
Wang Yan?”

“Hey, what a headache! Why do you cancel his status as the king of the word side by
side?”

Several people scratched their heads and looked like ants on a hot pot.

“Say a thousand words and ten thousand, although we are a little lacking in some
aspects! But Levi Garrison’s approach is really wrong!”

“As a fighter of Erudia, even if he cancels his status as the king of the word side by side.
But if there is a war, he will be recalled. We all order him like

this. He should go into battle immediately!”

“It shouldn’t be a tantrum! Abandon Erudia for your own emotions!”

“Yes! Levi Garrison didn’t do this thing right!”

“No! It’s all his fault!”

…

Everyone shouted.

No one thought it would be Levi Garrison’s fault in the end.

On the contrary, Messiah always felt that he was at fault.

“Sure enough, we didn’t look away, Levi Garrison was embarrassed by the task!”

“Now we don’t blame him, we will punish him after he gets rid of the Northern Devil!”

“I think it can!”

Erudia Wulong said.



Several senior Messiah sighed and did not speak.

“Why does Levi Garrison make this? At such a moment, how can you care about it?”

“I will order him myself!”

Another high-level Wang Qian roared.

In the confinement room.

Levi Garrison was still closing his eyes and resting.

“What’s wrong with you Levi Garrison? Did you hear the order just now?”

After Wang Qian arrived, he roared at Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison shook his head: “No, I’m just an ordinary person, don’t want to order me!”

“Erudia is in trouble, and Beijing is in trouble, so you just watched it? How about your
enlightenment?”

Wang Qian stared at Levi Garrison fiercely.

“I just watched! He provokes me again!”

Levi Garrison sneered.

“Furthermore, this is your attitude towards inviting people! Sorry, I am dedicated to
Erudia, but I am not a slave who can be called upon by anyone!”

Levi Garrison was really chilling.

“Well, you Levi Garrison! You can say this, we order you not to listen?”

“I really think we don’t have you, so there is no way to deal with the Northern Devil,
right? Let you see!”



“You can rest assured that you will never use you! Even if you want to go, you won’t let
you go!”

Wang Qian left angrily.

After coming to Messiah.

Wang Qian roared angrily: “Is there anybody in Erudia? I don’t believe it, except for Levi
Garrison, is there anyone who can deal with the Northern Devil?”

“Aren’t there the four main gates and the major hidden powers? They go!”

…

But those who answered him were silent.

Everyone was silent.

Because there is really no one.

“Not good! The North Demon has left Jiangjun Lake, and 80,000 people have stopped
him!”
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“With the current strength of the Northern Demon, no matter how much people you put
in, you can’t stop him!”



“Wrong, it will only cause more sacrifices!”

“Someone must be able to hold the North Demon! But where can I find it?”

…

impatient.

Everyone’s face was filled with anxious expressions.

“The North Demon is only hurting people and not killing people, but who knows what he
is going to do next? Once he really starts to kill, it will really

be the end of the summer!”

Today’s North Demon really enjoys the feeling that everyone uses him.

“Can anyone really control him?”

Wang Qian shouted.

“Levi Garrison!” mi. c

Everyone said a name one after another.

“No, just change it!”

“I don’t believe that there is no one?”

“I suggest sending out all the top ten masters of Messiah! I don’t believe that he can’t
be beaten!”

Wang Qianyi gritted his teeth and said.

“hiss!”

As soon as the words came out, the audience took a breath.



“Are you sure? The top ten masters can’t use them unless they have to!”

“Yes! The use of the top ten masters requires the approval of all the senior officials of
Messiah!”

…

Messiah has ten superpowers.

They are the strongest in the top ten fields of Erudia ancient martial arts.

It is Messiah’s biggest trump card.

It must not be used as a last resort.

In other words, it can only be used at the most critical moment.

When the Northern Demon was raging in the Northern Territory before, it was not the
most critical moment.

Now that the North Demon arrived in the capital, it was the most critical moment.

Once used, it must be approved by all senior officials of Messiah.

It can be regarded as Messiah’s greatest secret.

Since it is a secret, it cannot be exposed.

Because of the existence of the top ten masters of Messiah.

Wang Qiancai has the confidence to say that to Levi Garrison!

Otherwise he is not a fool!

It would be better if Levi Garrison could solve it.

If not, he can still use the top ten masters.



Never get used to Levi Garrison’s problems.

“It’s all this time, do you still care about this? I agree to send the top ten masters!”

Wang Qian shouted.

“I agree!”

“I agree!”

…

Soon the senior officials of Messiah agreed to release the top ten masters.

Finally, the ten masters were called out with the Yanlong Order.

The top ten masters fought with the North Devil.

The battle was fought dark and dark.

The top ten masters are really much better than the four little dragons.

At least he can fight back and forth with the North Devil.

But after all, it was still much worse than the five times stronger North Demon.

In the end, all the top ten masters were defeated.

The North Demon laughed wildly: “Hahaha, did you think there is such a master? But it
can’t stop me!”

“Anyone else?”

…

In the Messiah base.

Panic.



Everyone was sweating anxiously.

“What? The top ten masters also lost?”

“Now we really have no idea, we don’t have any hole cards!”

“The North Demon is too strong, are we going to subdue him?”

…

Everyone is desperate.

“Levi Garrison! Let Levi Garrison take action!”

Wang Qian shouted anxiously.

Any fan also agreed: “Yes, let Levi Garrison come here now!”

“What’s the move? You are not to blame! Otherwise, Levi Garrison would have taken it
long ago!”

“Originally, Levi Garrison made the shot by himself, but none of your sails blocked it!”

“And you, Wang Qian, I asked you to invite Levi Garrison out of the mountain, but you
were fine! You said that you would never use him!”

“Now you go and invite Levi Garrison yourself! The bad things you have done go and
clean up the stall yourself!”

Wang Qian and Any Fan looked at each other with embarrassment on their faces.
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“Let me bow to Levi Garrison? Impossible! I can’t understand Levi Garrison’s
appearance!”

“It seems like we have no other way except him!”

Wang Qian looked reluctant.

Other people looked at him one after another: “Then in the current situation, besides
Levi Garrison, can you find a second one?”

“This……”

Wang Qian was silent.

Either Fan was also silent.

“You people, go and ask Levi Garrison to take action! If you don’t, we will send you to
the forefront to fight the North Demon!”

Messiah senior said this.

Several people in Wang Qian were frightened.

Let them fight the North Demon, worse than death. m.bg.

“I… let’s go… let’s go…”

Everyone wiped cold sweat.

Everyone soon came to the confinement room.



“The king of the word side by side invites you out of the mountain!”

“Erudia doesn’t work with you!”

…

Wang Qian and Yifan pleaded with weeping faces.

The Four Little Dragons and Erudia Wulong Dong Yao also followed closely behind.

“I’m just an ordinary person, please be smart!”

Levi Garrison raised his eyelids and said coldly.

“No, I was wrong before! I shouldn’t have said those things!”

“Yes, and me, I shouldn’t believe you!”

…

Wang Qian and Any Fan worked hard to admit their mistakes.

But Levi Garrison was unmoved.

“Is this your attitude of admitting mistakes?”

Messiah high-level officials who rushed to shouted angrily.

“Kneel all to me!!!”

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Although Wang Qian and Ren Fan and others were unwilling, they still fell to their knees.



“You kneel down too!!!”

Everyone looked at the four little dragons.

“Puff!”

They also knelt to the ground.

“The mistakes made by the apprentice should be borne by us, and we should kneel
down too!”

The four East Demon also knelt to the ground.

…

All those involved knelt in front of Levi Garrison.

The three Dong Beasts crawled in front of Levi Garrison like dogs.

“Boom boom…”

The three of them kept knocking their heads, and bleeding from their foreheads.

Others also squashed their heads, and shouted one after another: “Please come out of
the mountain side by side!!!”

“We mean that we were wrong, as long as you put forward any conditions, we will
agree!”

…

Everyone of the other Yanlong Guards bent over, bowed and shouted, “I beg you to
come out of the mountain!”

“This time Messiah was wrong. We apologize to you in the name of Messiah!”

“As long as you make any request, we will agree!”



…

Messiah apologized for the first time in history.

At this moment, they have realized all their mistakes.

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison, looking forward to his answer.

After a full minute, Levi Garrison slowly opened his eyes.

He also stood up.

“boom!”

The next second, the door of the confinement room suddenly fell apart.

Levi Garrison walked out.

The entire confinement room collapsed!

Levi Garrison looked at the three Dong Beasts with terrifying and terrifying eyes: “Damn
you three!”

The three East Beasts trembled.

“Yes, the three of them damn it!”

Others echoed.

“One word side by side king, so you agreed to shoot?”

The others asked expectantly.

Levi Garrison nodded: “Well! I will get rid of the Northern Devil! I will get rid of the
Avengers too!”

“call!”



Suddenly, everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

Erudia is saved.

The capital was saved.

Immediately afterwards, Levi Garrison said coldly: “After doing these two things, I will
no longer be the king of the word side by side! Quit and become

an ordinary person!”
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“what???”

The language is not surprising and endless.

Everyone was dumbfounded at this moment.

No one thought that Levi Garrison would actually put forward this idea.

He actually wants to fire himself…

This is something that no one thought of.

What a blow he was going to dismiss Erudia.



It’s Erudia’s sorrow!

Can not accept!

But all of this was caused by them.

“One word side by side king, please think twice! We promise you any request you make,
such as revealing your identity directly to the world!” mi. c

“As long as you continue to be the king of the word side by side, Erudia needs you, you
are still young. There is still a long time to retreat!”

No one wanted Levi Garrison to retreat.

Levi Garrison expressionlessly: “I’m tired, I have done everything I can do!”

“But don’t worry, I will make arrangements before I retire!”

What else does everyone want to say.

Someone reminded: “Now that the hidden dangers of the Northern Demon are still
there, we should deal with the Northern Demon first!”

Everyone just remembered now.

Let’s deal with the North Demon first.

“Well, I will deal with the North Devil first!”

“The three of you come with me!”

Levi Garrison looked at the three Dong Beasts.

Finally, the Dong Beast trio followed Levi Garrison to deal with the Northern Demon.

The three of them were perplexed.

Always wondering what Levi Garrison means…



“You… are you still alive?”

When the North Demon saw Levi Garrison, he was frightened.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Of course I am alive! And it was my people who saved you,
otherwise you won’t be able to wake up.”

“what?”

The Northern Devil who knew the truth was about to vomit blood.

It turned out that all of this was under Levi Garrison’s control.

“Then you are no longer my opponent, I am stronger again!”

The North Devil is very confident.

“bring it on!”

Levi Garrison suddenly threw the Dong Beast three people over.

“kill!”

Bei Mo boom punched out.

The three of them were instantly blown into blood mist…

The moment the three of them died, they understood Levi Garrison’s intentions.

They can’t live!

He slaughtered his compatriots and deceived Erudia, absolutely unable to live.

Next.

Levi Garrison and Bei Mo fought again.

The five times stronger North Demon is extremely confident.



But soon he discovered that Levi Garrison was even stronger than before.

“puff!”

In the end, the Northern Devil was defeated by Levi Garrison.

“I lose to you twice, I take it, you kill me!”

The Northern Demon knelt on the ground and surrendered to Levi Garrison.

Was completely convinced by Levi Garrison.

“I can’t kill you yet! I have a question to ask you…”

“Puff!”

It’s just that Levi Garrison said this.

Immediately, several masters stepped forward to punish the Northern Demon.

Wang Qian and Yifan came to the front.

They sent someone to kill the North Demon.

“Who let you kill?”

Levi Garrison glared at them angrily.

“The word side by side king is really terrifying, the North Demon is not your opponent!”

“For people like the North Demon, you have to kill, don’t then suffer endlessly!”

Several people said.

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly.

People are dead, what else can be done.



In the end, Erudia broke out a major message-the king came out of the mountain side
by side to punish the Northern Demon.

The world was shocked.

Shock one: The King of Words is still alive, not dead in Jiulong Mountain.

Shock two: The King of Words Side by Side actually killed the Northern Demon.

After this, who dares to provoke Erudia?

There is such a person in the town!

Can protect Erudia for hundreds of years!

Suppress a hundred countries, no one dares to commit a crime!

But what no one thought was that the king of the word side by side was going to be
fired.

This is the saddest thing about Messiah.

Levi Garrison has decided to dismiss.
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The Northern Demon was finally killed.

Celebrate the whole world.

One word side by side, the king’s reputation is far-reaching.

The whole world once again guessed the identity of the king of the word side by side.

But Erudia knew that he would be lost forever.

Now the whole world doesn’t know that the word side by side king has retired, but after
a long time, it will eventually be exposed.

At that time, it was time for the hidden dangers and dangers of Erudia.

In the Messiah base.

All members look complicated.

Levi Garrison was holding a folded flag in his hand.

The flag is mutilated and soaked with blood, and there is a faint smell of blood. ..

This flag was naturally brought back by Levi Garrison from Jiulongshan desperately.

There is also the Yanlong Ring on the banner.

“From today, I, Levi Garrison, give up the throne of one word side by side!”

Levi Garrison said loudly.

Everyone sighed: “Are you no longer thinking about it?”

“I think clearly!”

Levi Garrison finally handed over these two things.



From then on, he is no longer the king of the word side by side.

He is just an ordinary person.

Stay with your family.

A stable life for a lifetime.

“Since you have decided, we grant your dismissal!”

“You have done too much for Erudia, we will solve the Avengers, so I won’t bother you.”

Messiah was already embarrassed to trouble Levi Garrison again.

“it is good!”

Levi Garrison declined and accepted.

Finally, Messiah watched Levi Garrison leave.

A generation of legends officially retired…

Jiangbei, in the ancestral home of the Li family.

Tang Mufeng’s funeral has just finished.

After the truth about the Four Little Dragons became clear, Tang Mufeng was no longer
a deserter.

Instead, there was credit, and the reward and reputation fell on Tang Wansheng.

Everyone can’t do anything to Levi Garrison.

When everyone saw Levi Garrison’s return, they could only sigh: “Good luck! More than
900 people have died, but you are the only one who survived

more than 30!”



Zoey’s family reunion is naturally extremely excited.

Many people can’t understand it.

But there is no way.

Levi Garrison’s family can only be reunited.

After Levi Garrison came back, he first gathered the four Beiliang Kings.

Five people talked for one night.

Levi Garrison also told everyone about dismissing the king by one word.

Next, Levi Garrison’s life returned to normal.

He usually helps Zoey manage the company, and then takes care of the children.

Live a happy little life.

Erudia also returned to normal.

As for the Avengers, it hasn’t been wiped out yet.

The top leaders of the Avengers fled outside, with land and islands.

In addition, the Eagle Nation gave them knighthoods and even thrones.

In this way, Erudia had no reason to attack them.

For the time being, they are threatening Erudia.

Erudia can only give up and seek other opportunities.

Soon, one year passed.

Erudia is safe and worry-free.



No one dares to provoke the slightest.

On the contrary, there are many forces that take the initiative to show good.

This is the awe-inspiring power of the King of Words Side by Side…

Erudia immediately sent another important message-the nine heavenly kings turned out
to be born.

Each of the nine heavenly kings possesses super combat power, not to mention having
the terrifying power of a word side by side king and the

northern demon.

But each one is of the four-man level of the Great Xia Wulong East Demon.

They will protect Erudia.

When the nine heavenly kings appeared, the whole world trembled.

Hundreds of overseas countries are increasingly afraid.

I didn’t dare to think too much about Erudia.

Now there are nine heavenly kings.

Who dare to move?

Erudia began to cheer and celebrate.

Erudia’s strength makes everyone more confident.

But what everyone doesn’t know is that the nine heavenly kings are actually related to
one person…


